Mammen Family Public Library
Monthly Report – February 2022 Activities
Program Spotlight
AARP Tax Prep Volunteers and library staff members both have been busy this month getting
this program rolling each Friday. We have had completely full sessions each week and that is
with a record number of twelve AARP volunteers working 6-8 hours on Fridays. We have never
had twelve volunteers before and they are able to assist over twice as many community
members as they have in the past. The staff has been a major asset to the community by helping
the elderly sign up for the online appointments through AARPs website. We cannot thank the
staff or AARP volunteers enough for this very valuable service we are providing to the community
even though the numbers of people wanting help is a little overwhelming.

Circulation Team Report


Number of visitors to the library: 11,381



Total items circulated: 28,687



New cards issued: 187



Number of active members: 7,380

Programming, Outreach and Community Collaboration
Program Focus

Programs

Live
Participants

Passive Programming Participants

In library programs

42

567

29

Live Zoom programs

41

388

332 number of craft kit/handout,
homework and resource lists
emailed out to members

Recordings of events
posted this month

5

85 Recording viewings

Passive Programs

1

26

Total

89

955

472

Adult Programming (Bethanie Corder, Hannah Johnson, Katherine Taylor-Pearson)
We are thankful for over 223 hours worth of volunteer teachers and leaders for our classes this
month.
Community Support
John Knotts hosted the meet and greet with the Toastmasters to let the community learn about
their entirely free Speechcraft series that we host at the library to help the public work on their
public speaking skills. They have gained several new participants for their monthly public
speaking workshop series with these meet ups the last two months.
Leisure Learning
Hannah started off her first month already jumping in and teaching one of the maker crafts,
Heat Transfer Vinyl Mugs two in two different sessions.
We had a whole list of Gardening and Nature programs at the first of the month with topics of
Native Plants: Getting Ready for Spring, Oak Wilt, Gardening for Wildlife, Monarch Butterfly Way
Stations and Growing Roses. Most of these programs were quite large
and had in person and online attendance!
Lucy Blum taught a class on Sewing Techniques of making a Tote Bag
in late February.
Cookbook Demo & Lunch Potluck Club met in January with Nadine
Winningham leading the group as they cooked from Tasty Adulting, All
Your Faves All Grown Up. The class enjoyed tasting dishes they had
brought and shared all the tips on each dish. The crowd favorite recipe
was the Sheet Pan Nachos Al Pastor, and the honorable mentions were

the Confetti Cake Cheesecake and the Easy Fried Ice Cream. Hannah then sends out all the
tips and recipes to the member list of folks that come out to the meeting when they can but
enjoy staying connected with the recipes if they attend the meeting personally or not. This group
meets on the second Tuesday of each month at 11:30am and new members are always
welcome.
Bethanie is leading a Great Courses Discussion Group on the History of Forensics where the group
watches a lecture weekly together, goes over some discussion questions and follows up with
the additional resources about questions that arise during the discussion.
Art and Culture
Contracted art teachers included:
Jill Deurmier, our watercolor
techniques to paint pears.

teacher, demonstrated

the

Rachel Delgado taught her monthly Beginning Calligraphy
course but had to cancel her Calligraphy Styles class for February.
Debbie’s Exploring Art Mediums class painted a monochromatic
blue mountainside and a new vantage point from above in the
Coy Pond pictured.
Civics
Frank Shaddalee and co-presenter Mike Ellaby are hosting the
Great Courses: Founding Fathers of America Series each week. They view two historical
documentaries then review and discuss after each episode. They finished this series in February
and will be starting The New History of the American South in March.
Health and Wellness
Grief Support Group is back online and has changed their meeting time to Mondays at 4pm.
They are steadily growing each month and it is also heartening to see people heal a little bit
each month as well.
Comal County Health Department table was set up several times during the month to connect
with the Western portion of Comal County and provide information on the Flu, Covid and other
health resources.
Literacy
All of the language classes are continuing online except for the Advanced Spanish class which
is currently in the library. GED and ESL classes are continuing with varied attendance with options
both in person and online.

Outreach (Jeannette Leroy)
February flew by! Weather and frozen pipes slowed us down a bit but Outreach was able to
squeeze in at least two outreach visits each week this month!

Per usual we started out the month at the Senior Activity Center hosting our monthly book club.
Our 13 members read and discussed Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine by Gail Honeyman. A
novel about a socially awkward character with a traumatic past. We discussed mental health
issues and the importance of being kind to people because we never know what a person is
going through or what personal issues they are struggling with. It was a poignant read with a
surprisingly happy ending.
Our first visit to the assisted living facilities was cancelled because of a frozen Trekker but our
second visit of the month was happily received. A few of our regulars were unfortunately in
quarantine but I was able to leave magazines, books, and a simple craft so they could pass the
time a bit faster. Our library cat even made the rounds to the healthier residents and as always
was a big hit.
Pictured is Ms. June with our library cat, Cat Benitar. June arrived at
Bulverde Assisted living with her own pet cat, Baby but unfortunately
Baby had to find a new home. In a happy twist, Baby was adopted by
one of our wonderful library employees and is now loving her new home.
We are able to share photos and videos of Baby in her new home which
make Ms. June smile from ear to ear.
Our St. Jude’s visits have also been very fruitful. The teens are learning lots
of "adulting" techniques and we're getting to know all of the kids even
more. We are imparting our wisdom of the importance of literacy and
we see more of them bringing their own books and book requests when
we are there at St. Jude’s Ranch.
Also this month we hosted the Southwest Blood & Tissue Bloodmobile. We
had 26 participants show up! When our patrons weren't busy saving lives
by donating blood they were busy crafting!
This month's screen free craft was a 3D tunnel card perfect for Valentine's
day. Our patrons made the most creative cards and really spread the
love. Looking forward to warmer weather and outdoor outreach visits in
March.

Youth Programming (Montana Rindahl, Javier Gonzalez, Allison Reeves)
Teen Report
February was a packed month of Teen Programming! We started off the month with Teen
Jewelry Making. Teens used Tinkercad to create and design an item and then Rob printed it for
them using the 3D printer in the Makerspace. While the original intent was for teens to design
jewelry or keychains, many of them ended up designing other cool things such as a small jewelry
box, a little astronaut, and more. They loved being able to choose what they made and learning
about the 3D printing software and process.

To celebrate Valentine’s Day we had a small drop-in Valentine’s party for teens. Teens were
able to stop by, decorate a bag and a mug, grab some candy, and get a Valentine from the
library. This was a pretty popular event! Several teens dropped in and seemed to enjoy the
Valentine’s treat from the library.
February also brought our second Teen Game Night with Javier. Again, we only had one teen
sign up but he seemed to enjoy the more relaxed program and playing an assortment of games
with Javier.
Our former Teen Librarian, Elizabeth Engelman, came back to teach a knitting class for us. While
the teens struggled a little (knitting is so hard!), they learned a lot and had a ton of fun - a few
of them even had the basics down by the end of the class!
We had our second Teen Genre Book Club meeting. For February, the genre was nonfiction.
While most of the teens expressed their general disinterest in nonfiction, they did talk about the
few nonfiction items that they had read that they enjoyed. Our talk about nonfiction quickly
transformed into what the teens wanted to be when they grew up. As it turns out, we have some
really cool teens in our community - their answers ranged from astrophysicists to youtubers to
neurosurgeons!
We closed out Teen Programming with our Drop-in Volunteer Hours. We had four teens show up
and together they dusted the entire library and organized lego pieces for our Makerspace kits.
In addition to our active programs, we had a couple of passive programs. The bookmark making
was so popular that I decided to keep it out for a few more weeks and teens ended up making
a ton of bookmarks. After the bookmarks, I put out some adult coloring sheets that were gone
within a few days! I also wrapped the big table in the Teen Room, put out some markers and
colored pencils, and encouraged teens to draw on it. They have covered a large portion of
that table! Some teens drew their favorite book characters, others asked questions and wrote
notes to each other, and some just doodled. Overall, they seem to be enjoying the freedom of
having a place to draw and doodle!
As part of Teen Outreach, Jeannettee and I visited St. Jude’s for our biweekly visit. We could
only go once this month due to St. Jude’s schedule, but we had a blast seeing them! Since some
of the teens had requested we teach them how to make a healthier snack, we took supplies
and made homemade trail mix. This was a big hit! Teens loved being able to pick and choose
what they put in their snack and were excited to learn how easy it was to make.
Children’s Report
Kids Chess Club met twice this month in the Youth Services
Meeting Room. Attendance is picking up again. We usually
have about 16-20 kids per session.
The month of February had a lot of celebrations and holidays.
For the Lunar New Year, kids made beautiful paper lanterns
and tiger puppets. A week later we made Valentine’s Day

cards for loved ones. For the last session
of the month, kids got to make sweet
structures,
using
gumdrops,
marshmallows and toothpicks. Our
Wednesday programs have been going
great. On the first Wednesday of the
month we have Youth Maker Day where
Allison and Javier work on STEM projects
with kids ages 8 to 12. This gives older kids
a chance to work on projects that require
some more time and skill. This month kids got to make their own air-powered cardboard race
cars.
The
second
Wednesday
we
have Graphic Novel
Book Club. Kids have
been having a great
time talking about
their favorite books,
games and movies,
all while creating
their
own
fun
comics.
The
third
Wednesday kids of
all ages come to our
LEGO
building
program
where
they get to build
whatever is on their
mind. Lately a lot of
the kids have been teaming up to build larger projects!
Lastly, on the fourth Wednesday we have Young Naturalists with Ranger Holly. This month the
kids learned all about fish and made awesome fish prints. Ranger Holly discussed the Guadalupe
Bass which is
the Texas state
fish!
Bilingual
Storytime
is
starting to gain
more

attendance for the morning session. It’s great to see new families join us for this program!
Saturday’s Family Storytime is also a nice option for families who are not able to make it to our
weekday storytimes. This month we also had a drop-in Valentine’s Day card making activity for
kids of all ages. We were happy to see several families drop by to make their own beautiful
cards.

Collections Reports
Adults (Kristin): We loaned 2 items to and borrowed 56 items from other libraries in the
Interlibrary Loan (ILL) system. We worked one-on-one with 5 members to teach them how to
use our electronic resources. In February the Texana collection was inventoried and the music
CDs were weeded. This month I will focus on weeding the nonfiction and inventorying the
music CDs. One adult was emailed a personalized reading list in February.

Teens: In February we fulfilled several Young Adult purchase/ILL requests. Additionally, we had
our first purchase request using the Teen Suggestion Box that is located in the Teen Room. Usually
teens use this box to request programs but this teen requested that we complete a series. It’s
great that we are getting more and more feedback from teens!
We are getting ready to weed and do inventory of the entire Teen Collection in March. This
process is normally done every 6 months but after meeting with Susan, I decided to change the
policy so that Teen Graphics are inventoried every 3 months so that we can ensure that the
collection is up to date and nothing is missing. This policy change will go into effect starting in
March.
We deleted 228 items for the following reasons:
 Weeded – 182 items
 Vanished – 5 items (due to inventory)
 Lost and unpaid for – 33 items (sent to collections)
 Lost and paid for – 8 items

Marketing & Public Relations (Mackenzie Broderick)
Marketing:


Roll out new brand standards



Work on fliers for February and March Events



Create and set up slides for Magicinfo



Schedule social media posts through Later



Update spreadsheet detailing monthly report
statistics



Create Broaden Your Shelf Reading
Challenge 2022 designs



Set up Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge
2022 book display



Submit Summer Reading Tshirt designs for print



Design Summer Reading Log



Design new library info bookmark



Design new library sticker



Design new Meeting Room Policy brochure



Design Spring 2022 Program Guides

Public Relations:
Social Media:


Utilize Link.inbio



Utilize Stories for quick posting



Post multiple events throughout the week



Post about national holidays



Post about upcoming events



Post about Broaden Your Shelf Reading
Challenge 2022



Update patrons on library hours during freeze
via social media



Post photos from previous events

Publicity:


5 individual event eblasts & 3 week of eblasts



Online events added to BSB Chamber
calendar



Update patrons on library hours during freeze via eblasts



Include Cookbook Club’s favorite recipes into eblast



Add Broaden Your Shelf Reading Challenge 2022 information and book recommendations on
to eblasts

Technology (Rob, Lois)
February had a rather inauspicious beginning when, once again, a construction crew
somewhere decided to cut through the fiber. Apparently they shredded 50 feet of fiber with a
rock saw. We were without internet access for almost the entire day, but Zayo was able to find
and repair the cut by the end of the day. We continue to look at ways to implement a failover
service for our fiber, but cost is somewhat prohibitive. With the amount of construction occurring
in the area we just might have to live with temporary outages every once and a while.
We spent our Saturdays after hours running more updates on our servers and desktops. Having
this time after we close to do this type of maintenance has made the entire process much easier.
In the past when we would run updates, because of how long they take we would have to stay
late into the evening making sure they were successful.
We did get to spend some time doing fun stuff when we helped out our Teen Librarian Allison
with a Teen program. The teens designed models in the 3D modeling software Tinkercad and
we used our 3D printer to make them. We probably spent close to 25 hours prepping and
printing the models, but it was really gratifying when the prints were done. Unfortunately, we
forgot to take pictures, but they looked really good.
This month the Technology team worked on new issues such as:
1. Loss of internet on February 1st for 8+ hours due to local fiber cut.
2. Kiosks displayed a message “Patron blocked from checking out” on all 3 kiosks for about 15
minutes-probably a temporary loss of connection with Apollo.
3. Troubleshooting another member’s problem with not receiving our Gabbie messages.
4. Print Station offline one morning and had to be restarted. DocuMation stated this can
happen when a print job has been sent to the copier and the copier hasn’t woken up yet.
Trying to do 2 things at once and can get hung up.
5. Print Station and new member computer in lobby looked like they had an update overnight
and had to be restarted next morning.
6. Patron computers lost connection to Apollo for about 5 minutes one day but luckily we only
had 1 member using the computers.

Ongoing Issues
1. 11/16/21 Member reported problem with fax not going through. After troubleshooting, it
appears fax is working but not with its usual speed. It is taking many retries to complete.
Monitoring at this time.
2. Unifi dashboard seems to not be accessible every Monday morning. So far we have been
able to restart the Unifi operating system without affecting any network connections.
Monitoring at this time.
3. Around mid-January the slideshow on the kiosks stopped working. All we see is a black screen
at the top. This is affecting all 3 kiosks. Rob is working on resolving. We are getting a software
update on March 1st.

Facilities Management (Jewel English)
Regular scheduled monthly maintenance for pest control and aerobic septic system.
Study Rooms: 198 people used the Study Rooms in February
Comal County Election #s:
Early voting Feb 14-25, 2022: 3042
General Election total March 1, 2022: 871
Septic:
February 11, 2022: Eoff Septic did PM and suggested we have the affluent tank pumped.
February 15, 2022: Mike, with Weidner Septic, came out to pump the septic but the elevation
from the lower parking area closest to the septic system is 20’ high and his pump was not
capable to pump the tanks. He did not have the addition 200’ of hose needed to reach the
septic tanks and pump from the gate at the fence adjacent to our property. He said we should
be good for now but we should have the affluent tank pumped in June before summer reading.
HVAC:
Scheduled PM on 2.17.2022: Beyer Mechanical completed the scheduled PM
Daikin alert issue 3.2.2022: After we discovered alerts on the Daikin panel, we notified Beyer
Mechanical and Anthony Sheran checked the system and reported we were at 70 psi, and had
lost almost 50% of the R410A refrigerant in the cooling unit in one week.
Rather than recharge the unit that evening, he returned the next morning to locate the leak,
and discovered the flare fitting that connects the refrigerant lines together had loosened and
caused the refrigerant to leak.
He said fitting should not have loosened, and in his opinion was not torqued per the
manufacture’s specs when it was initially installed during the construction.
He recharged the refrigerant, tested the unit and panel, and everything is working as it should.
We informed Beyer Mechanical that we do not feel we should be responsible for the costs
associated with this service: labor and cost to replace the refrigerant – as the problem was due
to the improperly installed flare fitting. We are waiting for their response regarding
compensation for part of the expenses.
Plumbing: Richard Almaguer, Star State Plumbing 2.23.2022
Installed the cover over the backflow pipes. This will keep them insulated during freezing
weather and with some other freeze prevention measures, hopefully prevent the pipes from
freezing. Pic 1

Before installing the cover, we noticed the check valve was leaking. They flushed the valve until
it stopped leaking; if we have any more problems they recommend replacing the 2” check
valve Pic 2
Urinal
–
clogged drain
3.4.2022:
treating
the
urinal in the
men’s restroom
with vinegar for
one
month
helped
to
break down what was clogging the drain. Richard Almaguer, Star State Plumbing removed the
urinal from the wall, snaked the drain pipe, broke through the clog, and was able to flush the
drain. He emphasized the importance of pouring a cup of vinegar in all the urinals weekly. Per
Richard: men generally do not flush the urinal because they don’t want to touch the handle;
this causes a buildup of urine in the drain, which calcifies into a rock-like substance, and will
eventually clog the drain; weekly treatments of pouring 1 cup of vinegar in the drain helps to
break down the urine build up.
Roof leak in foyer: 2.14.2022
Texas Fifth Wall Roofing Systems repaired the roof leak over the foyer:
the proposal of $624.00, included:


Removing the coating at bottom of valley, clean and prep for
sealant



Seal both sides of the valley



Seal transition from metal to TPO as necessary

Remove and dispose roof related debris
Before/after pic of
valley

Fire Alarm Control Panel issues 3.3.2022: Firetrol Protection systems installed a 4G LTE cellular
communicator to take the place of the (2) analog land phone lines; then activated and
tested the fire alarm/trouble signals to the monitoring station and verified the cell dialer was
operating correctly. Before the land lines were replaced, every 24 hours the FACP detected a
dial delivery error and notified the fire alarm monitoring station, who then alerted us.
Fixed Assets Inventory: Linda LaField, Account Manager with RCI, Records Consultants, Inc.
provided a proposal of $1,050 to do the FAI, we accepted the proposal, and await scheduling.
Eagle Scout Park Mulch Project on 3.26.2022: Comal County is out of free mulch but Greg
Rhodes, Cowboy Gun and Roses Hauling, was able to get GeoSource out of Bergheim to
donate 12 yard of mulch for the ESP Mulch Project.
Updated the Emergency Procedures 2.22.2022 - with regard to Winter Preparation Protocol in
the event of severe low temperatures, ice, or snow and if the library needs to close, do the
following:


Leave some faucets slightly running (not dripping) to prevent pipes from freezing: all (3) kitchens,
one faucet in both of the old restrooms, and (1) staff restroom or areas most susceptible (on north
side of the building)



Remove the flags from the flagpole, even if they are wet – to prevent them from wind/ice
damage



Have rock salt on hand to put on icy steps, pavements, and walkways



Open the Sprinkler Room door located in the FOL room to allow heat to flow into the Sprinkler
room



If library is going to close early or not open, put signs on doors and/or the sandwich boards, and
at the main gate accordingly



Put sign on FOL door to not use, and instruct people to use the Front Entrance

Chris
Kulesza,
Spruced
Up,
2.20.2022: power washed curbs
and sidewalks, including the walkup
sidewalk
from
Bulverde
Crossing.

Administration (Susan/Cathy)
Susan spent some time organizing the makerspace after Ashley left in preparation for a new
Makerspace Specialist. Samples of most of the maker type equipment were placed on shelves
in the makerspace. We cleaned out all the files as well so the new person could start fresh.

Susan worked with Apollo to ensure the makerspace items that were cataloged were showing
up in the private “Library of Things” catalog that is visible by staff but not the public.
Hannah Johnson started as our part time Adult Programming Specialist and we interviewed
Katherine Taylor-Pearson for our Makerspace Specialist position. Katherine is retired from the
Army as well as from military contracting and lives locally. She is a perfect fit for the position as
she already owns the same 3D printer and plasma cutter we have. She will begin work March
7th at the library.
The life cycle analysis that M&S Engineering did on the chilled water system vs. the VRF system
revealed what we expected, the chilled water system replacement is at least 3 times less
expensive so we asked M&S to move forward with the chilled water replacement RFP. They
submitted it in early March and a walk through will take place in mid-March for the vendors to
understand the site.
Susan continued work on the annual TSLAC report for accreditation. She also completed the
winter progress meetings with all the staff.
Jewel English had a terrible fall on the ice outside the FOL door during the freeze while going to
meet the plumber. She is working half days per her physician and a workman’s comp claim
has been filed.

